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About This Content

Upgrade Club Manager 2016 to Club Manager 2017!

 You are the manager : Whether it's tactics, contracts, sponsors or stadium upgrades — determine the future and the success of
your club, but don't neglect your private life!

 By fans, for fans : Club Manager is developed by fans with more than 20 years of experience and a passion for football.
 Editor on board : With the integrated editor, you can create your own teams or edit teams, players and club names that are

included with the game.

 Lead your team to victory with the right tactics:

 Getting started : Launch your career in the German league or one of four international leagues!

 Strategy : Comprehensive contract, training and line-up systems for your players and team.

 Finances : Make decisions concerning player contracts, ticket sales, sponsors and merchandising.

 Development : Expand your domain from a simple Sunday league football ground to a fully equipped stadium,
including the relevant infrastructure.
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 Excitement: Intervene directly in play and make tactical decisions in real time.

 Tactics : Whether it's parking the bus or throwing everything forward — you decide which strategy to play and for the
first time can create an individual training plan for each player.

 Transfer market : Buy and sell players under realistic conditions, with the new renegotiation option!

 Goals : As the manager, you will need to strive to meet the board's objectives for the season.

 Tournaments : Create your own tournaments or host friendlies.

 Statistics : Comprehensive statistics will help you climb to the top of the league.

 Budding new talent : Train and foster youth players for your future success.

 Back-room staff : Manage your entire team of training staff and delegate tasks.

Features

 Classic football manager with an eye for the essentials

 Club Manager has everything that a good football manager needs: whether it's tactics, statistics, a transfer market,
stadium upgrades, advertising, merchandising, developing the stadium periphery, fostering youth talent, training sessions
or training camps — for the first time now also in France and Italy!

 Comprehensive league system : The German league and four international leagues, including numerous
championships in almost 200 countries.

 Powerful editor: Comprehensive customisation options which also allow you to modify player and club names,
including kits.

 By fans, for fans: Club Manager is developed by fans with more than 20 years of experience and a passion for football.

 Merchandising : Purchases can now be made throughout the entire season.

 Kit Designer : There are now 20 designs available. The colour of each club's shorts and socks can now be selected
individually.
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Title: Club Manager 2016 - Upgrade to Club Manager 2017
Genre: Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BigBlaze Games
Publisher:
2tainment GmbH
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: 1.0 GHz Intel Single-Core Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D-video card with 32 MB RAM,

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 2 MB available space

Additional Notes: Resolution: 1024*768

English,German
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Fun, simple, short, great music, that pervy flash game nostalgia from newgrounds but on steam :D I recommend. To start off
with, I couldn't find a fault with the translation aspect of the game. Everthing is far better than a machine translation to be sure
although you can't escape the stereotypical lines as "my hips move on their own" which is a line I hoped would just be abolished
entirely.

On the actual game, it's a nukige RPG maker title. What I mean by that is that it doesn't try to make the gameplay or story
engaging and is merely focused on giving you a servicable story and gameplay exprience while focusing on the H-aspect of it all.
The game is aware of this fact as it gives you an easy way to level right away which I recommend doing as there is no fun to be
had battling. Grinding isn't enjoyable as the exp you get from monsters is far too low to level up at a satisfying rate. Getting very
high levels isn't even required as the game throws so much healing items at you, one can easily cheese their way trough
"difficult" battles. It all serves as some flavor to build around the H-scenes.

Which is fine as the game doesn't try to be anything different, what you see is what you get evident from nearly all monsters
looking like grey blobs before the battle without any orginal sprite provided for em which tells you enough how much focus has
been spent on monster battles.

What the game does do good is the scenes themself as the artwork is very pleasant to look. It might not be as good as Melty's
quest but it nice to people who are into corruption themed scenarios. What could have been done better is the integration with
the story as the scenes themself are disconnected from it as there is no change in the story depending on the amount of depravity
one possesses which seems like a missed opportunity to me.

For the price, its an enjoyable title for those that come for the H-aspect of it and are not relying on an engaging story or more
than bare-bone battle mechanics.. Very nice route. Pretty similar to Albula (those routes actually connect so you can have both
as one combined route thanks to workshop merger) but this one is a little easier to comprehend. There are some more straight
parts, more open spaces. It is still a very high mountain route with a lot of slow curves, tunnels and bridges.

I like the stop on request feature which adds little life to the route. There are also roads with vehicles around. For me Albula
even though a real life route, still looks a bit insane, more like a roller-coaster. Therefore I would recommend Bernina over
Albula although both of these routes are beatiful and very well made.

Only one flaw which I noticed are signals at the end of some stations - even though the switch is set to turn, they show no
restricted speed. Not sure why. The speed limits on the route are nicely marked so it is possible to drive it hudeless without even
taking a lot of notes. I think there is one flawed marker (leaving Alp Gruem to the south) but it's just a detail.

The Allegra is nicely modelled. Physics is OK. Driving with automatic speed controll is pretty easy so the experience is quite
relaxing. The route might seem short (~50km) but due to low driving speeds it feels much longer than that. The whole journey
on combined routes (Albula+Bernina) from Thusis to Poschiavo takes more than 2 hours and a half. Hopefully the route will be
extended futher down to Italy in future.. You can learn from this game about history so that's why I recommend it.. I don't
believe for a moment that this game is ready to come out of Early Access, and it's not because of the graphics. I don't mind Low-
Poly games as long as they play well and have an enjoyable enough concept, but unfortunately Park Bound does not play well.
Controls are solid enough, but the levels are where it falls apart, and it didn't take long for me to realize that I felt gypped.

Levels are empty, and have very minimal goals and missions; some of them only have one, and those are usually the bigger than
average maps. It's difficult for me to understand why the levels are even this big if there's barely anything to do? I've seen some
others commonly compare this to an MMO Mario 64, but I honestly can't see it, especially if there are not enough missions to
complete for each level. Some missions just have an arrow that points you in a random direction miles away from the start and
you have to assume you know wherever it is that it's pointing to. I thought it was just pointing to the very end of the level, but
there's no where near enough time to get that far in the arbitrary time limit it imposes on you. Some big parts of levels disable
your ability to jump, the only amount of basic platforming this game has given you, and pretty much makes those sections
miserable to complete.

Overall not worth the purchase.. Purchased the Still Life collection and was very happy with Still Life. Post Mortem on the
other hand has seemd to outlived it's playability on modern systems. I have Windows 8.1 64 bit and straight from install it will
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not work. First you run into an error stating something about incompatable 3D hardware. So you search the internet to find a
compatability fix for that, then you try to run it and aprox. 30% of the time you may get an image with the other 70% getting
audio only and a screwed up desktop when you try to exit. when it does run the controls are klunky and the mouse look is
terrible. Some games, even good ones in their time, are better off on the midden heap then to be sold to people for
entertainment. This one offers more stresses then entertainment value. Skip it and just get the Still Life pair. You will never
know the pita you missed.. Really helpful for completionists and achievement hunters. Also it's a great way to get
OVERPOWERED. Ian's eyes is one of the worst games I have ever played. It’s complete bull crap, but let’s start with the story
first.

You play as Ian, a young blind boy starting his first day at a new school; everything is going okay, till the Principal shows an old
slideshow to the school, which makes them into zombie. So it’s up to Ian and his dog North to escape.

Now let’s start with the good first. I liked the music and the idea for the game is interesting too. Now for bad.
The story does not make one bit of sense.

Hell even when you hear how all most all the school became zombies it still does not make sense. Then there is the protagonist
Ian, he is one of the most stupidest people.
Like when he gets to the Principal’s office, the Principal tells him to get a key from the library, and Ian does that. Even those he
is blind and there are zombies running around.

Or when Ian gets hurt and asks his dog to get something for the pain, again, he asks his dog to get something for the pain.

Now for the enemies. They are unpredictable and unfair in annoying way, what I mean by that is that you must get past them to
get to safety/get to the next area.

But they are so unpredictable and even those there are blind, if you get to close to them, even if you are behind them they can
still get you.

Then there is the art/graphics style. Now to me, I don’t really care about that as long as there is a good story with some good
characters.

Hell I think it show you don’t need the best art/graphics style to make awesome and beloved game.
But this game it show it art/graphics even the animation still needed some work. Voice acting too.
And the worst thing about this game is it had an interesting idea but completely screwed it up.

So with all that being said don’t get this game, even those I got this on sail, I still feel like I got ripped off.. I found a cite that
reviewed the game and seemed pretty fair and honest (not to mention pretty damn funny) when I read it. I'm probably going to
check out the other games they reviewed too if that's how they do things.

http://a44.694.myftpupload.com/2015/09/game-review-girlfriend-rescue/. This review was requested by (and game supplied by)
TrueAceKiller. Nice one, man. ^_^
And I'll admit right now, that I WISH I was recording my experience...my freak out was golden.)

One thing I'll never understand...Masked Shooters 2 is a sequel of a mysterious Masked Shooters, but...why isn't it on Steam?
You'll be pleased to know that you're not missing much as the original...is almost exactly the same as the sequel, but was
released on Gamejolt 2 years earlier. http://gamejolt.com/games/masked-shooters/31454#close

As discovered, this game is constructed in Unity (We meet again, eh?...), as you'll realize that bodies will occassionally spaz out
and distort right after they're killed as shown below:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786219918

Now...I KNOW I've seen this before...but where?.......It's almost like....
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5solYnY3MM
(If the video is removed: "Geddan meme")

Of course, that's not the only problem. My associate has discovered mid-game that running into a wall corner a certain way will
cause you to skyrocket into the sky....there is no map ceiling.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=786221009

We also discovered that the RPG is insanely powerful and will kill in a single hit, a common choice for players. A sniper rifle
can body shot or foot shot and STILL count as an instant kill. Anything that is not a machine gun / assault rifle / submachine gun
will take as little as 1-2 hits to kill someone, even at a distance. Of course, every single weapon is in your inventory from the get-
go. Some serious balancing is in order.

Masked Shooters 2 lacks in variety as everyone plays as the exact same model on a selection of 3 maps...this game has been on
Steam since January 2016 and has not had a gameplay update since April 2016. The only pro-side is that it looks decent (though
subpar), and is a Deathmatch title.

Is it worth asking price ($1)? Not at all when you can play Team Fortress 2 for free. I commend the developer for making this
game, but it's not the best shooter you can expect. You can find many free shooters out there, this title should be free as well,
considering how little you're getting with it.

3/10 A generic deathmatch shooter lacking in variety and in serious need of fixing.
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The Game itself has a fine base and some fine gameplay but it is not the best I\u2019ve experienced. The audio is fine and I like
the way they've made the dialog and general conversations between characters. I didn't find the story interesting though and the
characters didn't catch me but hey it might get better with the other episodes.. Cool set of missions, however the reward is a Hub
decoration and not a tarot card. Which I prefer to be honest but the steam page states this incorrectly.

There is an image which shows the reward though.. Good game, but I'm sad that the last part is soo much run away from dolls...
That's really frustrating. And I personally don't like the endings much. There are to much things that have only a very short
description.

But I had fun to play it! I really like Indie/RPG Maker Horrorgames here on steam! This one has good graphic and sound, the
controles are easy and good. For my taste it's only a bit to much darkness in the roomes. I like to walk around and look at all
things so sometimes it was a bit hard to orientate for me.

At least I can say, it's not the best game like this on steam, but it's a good one! If you like games like this you can buy and enjoy
it!. So relaxing, yet so stressful.

Imagine riding through an eternally relaxing soundscape full of reverbs, delays and beautifully crafted pads. Now add some time
limited quot clicking and you have the best sound based gae ever devised. Love it.. reccomnded to buy this and USE the super
exp plan...BUT ONLY till you are..about level 20...then turn it off..it makes the games very easy BUT early on prevents a LOT
of grinding....like..a lot of a lot. Very good for the price. Please add a ticket system in so you can earn prizes and put a option in
so they you can continue to play if you already have a star for the coin pusher please. Also Please add claw machines and skee
ball please.
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